Product Information

EXTEDO Key User Program
for MPDmanager™
With Brexit on the horizon, the EMA’s IDMP implementation deadline is being
pushed out. This may have delayed or slowed down your own company plans
for IDMP, but it also provides you with valuable time to re-evaluate your business processes and ensure that you’re ready to move quickly as soon as new
dates are announced.

Benefits of membership
 A free one-day training course, including:
 Introduction to ISO IDMP data model based on EXTEDO‘s sample
product data
 Update on EMA SPOR (RMS, OMS)
 Introduction to IDMP support services
 Details of how to collect IDMP data and keep it efficiently in maintenance
 Personal access to IDMP experts to help you with your IDMP project
 Access to pre-release versions of MPDmanager for IDMP
 The opportunity to influence the EXTEDO product roadmap

Whether it comes under the guise of regulation or business best practices,
good quality structured data offers significant benefits to your company. For
that reason, we continue to move forward with our IDMP solution. MPDmanager for IDMP is our first software release that fully supports the IDMP data
collection and maintenance processes. It will provide you with the core capabilities you need to become IDMP compliant, but in the short-term it delivers a
powerful medicinal product database to collecting and managing the critical
meta-data associated with each of your registered marketing authorisations.

Fit for future
The EXTEDO Key User Program for MPDmanager provides you with an insight into our pre-released version and gives us the opportunity to align our
processes to work together in the future. As a program member, your organization will be working alongside our experts to better understand how to
shape our IDMP world, to make us fit for the future and ensure business and
technology evolve at the same speed.
The Key User Program will also provide you with access to the most current
knowledge directly from the IDMP taskforce, our aim is to ensure we are best
placed to simplify the complex regulations, so you can adapt and achieve
effortless compliance. Our consulting services ensure you have the skills to:
Determine the right IDMP implementation strategy for your business
Perform a gap analysis on your current vs target state
Harmonize data and related business processes
 hoose an IT solution that ensures transition from XEVMPD to IDMP
C
that best fits the regulatory, business and technical requirements of your
organization

free of
charge
no cancellation
necessary

MPDmanager Key User Program Agenda
Day 1: One Day Training (On Site)
ISO IDMP and EMA Updates
MPDmanager Process and features
E XTEDO services
Access to MPDmanager for IDMP
Start of free user test including application support
Day 2 – 11: Guided Testing & Start of Free Test Period
Guided testing with screen recording
Day 23 – 30: Feedback Collection
 eadline for feedback collection
D
Personal feedback session on MPDmanager and feature requirements
Personal feedback on IDMP project
Last Day: Feedback Summary
Feedback summary
Product Roadmap
Closure of KUP

About MPDmanager for IDMP
EXTEDO’s MPDmanager for IDMP simplifies the process of managing your
data for multiple medicinal products registered in numerous different regions.
By providing a repository for all registrations and enabling the future electronic submission of data directly to the authorities, MPDmanager’s powerful m
 edicinal product database enables you to efficiently fulfill regulatory
requirements surrounding the management of product data. For more information please visit: https://www.extedo.com/mpdmanager

Limited availability, so enrol now

18/02

With so much access to software and detailed consulting, we are only able
to offer the Key User Program for MPDmanager to a limited number of participating companies. If you are looking for ways to optimize your medicinal
product data management processes, and you happy to give us your feedback on our solutions, it’s a win-win situation. Contact us now to enrol before
it’s too late.

For further information contact your local EXTEDO representative:

EXTEDO Germany

EXTEDO US

EXTEDO China
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EXTEDO is a leading solutions and services provider in the field of
Regulatory Information Management (RIM). We focus on optimizing
our clients’ eRegulatory business processes and are the only vendor
that provides solutions covering the entire regulatory landscape.
Today, EXTEDO enables more than 35 regulatory authorities and over
700 maintained customers across 60 countries to deliver Effortless
Compliance™.

